18. THE CLASSROOM
TASK 1. Match the names of the office supplies with the pictures.
RULERS

PAPER CLIPS

STAPLES

1

5

SCISSORS

FILES / FOLDERS
ERASERS

PENCIL SHARPENERS
HOLE PUNCHE(R)S

2

3

4

6

7

8

Adapted from: http://www.amazon.com/office-products-supplies-electronicsfurniture/b?ie=UTF8&node=1064954

TASK 2. Decide which school item is described:
1. A small model of the Earth:
a. a classroom
b. a globe
c. a pupil
d. a cabinet

2. A box or holder for pens and
pencils:
a. a computer
b. a chair
c. a pencil-case
d. a schoolbag

3. Something pupils can write
on:
a. a brush
b. a pencil
c. the board
d. a glue stick

4. Shows features of an area:
a. a map
b. a pair of scissors
c. a book
d. a cupboard

5. Has blank pages:
a. a ruler
b. an eraser
c. a pencil sharpener
d. a notebook

6. A place where you study:
a. a bookcase
b. a cabinet
c. a classroom
d. a wall planner

TASK 3. All of the items listed below can be found in the classroom. Put the items under the most
appropriate title.
a book, a brush, a cabinet, a chair, a computer, a cupboard, a desk, a DVD player,
a file, a flip-chart, a folder, a glue stick, a hole punch(er), a loud speaker, a marker,
a notebook, a paper clip, a pen, a pencil sharpener, a pencil, a pin, a printer, a pupil,
a radio, a stapler, a TV, an envelope, an eraser, chalk, ink, multimedia, paints, paper,
parents, scissors, sellotape, the board, the headteacher, the sink, the teacher

People

Classroom furniture

Useful things for writing

Classroom gadgets/equipment

Things used by pupils

Things that are useful to
teachers

TASK 4. Unscramble the following words. The pictures might help you.
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

1

UHRBS

A _________________

5 POTPAL

A _________________

2

UELG SIKCT

A ________ ________

6 ARERSE

AN _________________

3

RALFTHCPI

A ________-________

7 EPOLEVNE

AN _________________

4

TEOONBKO

A _________________

8 PUDROCBA

A _________________

TASK 5. Complete each sentence with the name of the most appropriate object.
filing cabinet

pencil

diary

calculator

paper

calendar

ruler

1. People are more and more concerned about the planet. They try to be green and recycle……………...
2. At the beginning of the year, we hang a new……………………….. on the wall.
3. My uncle is a joiner. He often uses a……………………. to draw lines on the wood.
4. My grandfather can't calculate very well. He uses a …………………..
5. We note down all our appointments in the …………………………… so we don't miss them.
6. When the architect makes his plans, he uses a ……………………….. to draw straight lines.
7. My aunt works as an accountant. She puts her files in a ………………………

ANSWERS
18. THE CLASSROOM
TASK 1.
1. SCISSORS
2. FILES / FOLDERS
3. HOLE PUNCHE(R)S
4. PENCIL SHARPENERS
5. PAPER CLIPS
6. STAPLES
7. ERASERS
8. RULERS
TASK 2.
1. b. a globe
2. c. a pencil-case
3. c. the board
4. a. a map
5. d. a notebook
6. c. a classroom
TASK 3.
People
a pupil
parents
the headteacher
the teacher

Classroom gadgets/equipment
a computer
a DVD player
a loud speaker
a printer
a radio
a radio
a TV
multimedia

Classroom furniture
a cabinet
a chair
a cupboard
a desk
the sink

Things used by pupils
a brush
a glue stick
a pencil sharpener
an eraser
paints
paper
scissors

Useful things for writing
a book
a flip-chart
a marker
a notebook
a pen
a pencil
chalk
ink
the board
Things that are useful to
teachers
a file
a folder
a hole punch(er)
a paper clip
a pin
a stapler
an envelope
sellotape

TASK 4.
1. A BRUSH
2. A GLUE STICK
3. A FLIPCHART
4. A NOTEBOOK
5. A LAPTOP
6. AN ERASER
7. AN ENVELOPE
8. A CUPBOARD
TASK 5.
1. paper
2. calendar
3. pencil
4. calculator
5. diary
6. ruler
7. filing cabinet

